
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

October 2012 
Cekamon Saws Newsletter 
This newsletter includes i.e.: 
- Tabletop up or down? 
- Talking about pallets 
- An interference with teeth 

 

>> Customized display for PalletSaw  
Cekamon Saws delivers custom made solutions. A costumer approached us 
for his visually disabled employee. We saw opportunities. The employee is 
now working with an extra large screen (22 inches) and a wide-angle camera. 
Working with the PalletSaw is now a lot easier and safer for him. But not only 
the customer and employee is happy with this solution. We are also 
enthusiastic. Therefore, the extra large display and wide-angle camera can be 
ordered by everyone. In this way we constantly develop our product. 

 

 
>> Redesigned hydraulics PalletSaw VCH 
The PalletSaw VCH is a smaller version of our PalletSaw type W. This 
stripping machine is 440 pounds lighter than Type W and has a 
different frame. We improved the hydraulics of the VCH now. As a 
result the height adjustment of the table now works even better. 

 

 
>> An interference with teeth 
We hope that it happens rarely. But sometimes a machine doesn’t 
work usual or there is an interference. Recently a customer called us 
about his PalletSaw. It did not work anymore. After our technician 
searched for the possible causes, he stumbled across an unusual 
problem. A rodent had put his teeth in the cables of the PalletSaw. 
After replacing the cables, the PalletSaw worked normal again. 

 

 
 



>>Talking about pallets 
In October the European Federation of Manufacturers of wooden 
pallets and packaging (FEFPEB) receives a large number of 
participants at the European Congress in Valencia. The conference 
lasts three days and takes place for the 63rd time. All fourteen country 
members are represented. They visit various Spanish companies 
during the conference and discuss current events in the industry. 

 

 
>> TIP: tabletop not up or down? 
You expand, you move or reorganize. There are many reasons why 
you want to replace your PalletSaw. After replacing, try the PalletSaw 
before using it again. If the tabletop height adjustment doesn’t work 
properly, the phases in your wall plug may not be properly connected. 
In this case please contact Cekamon Saws. 

 

  

 
Request for information 
If you want to start saving thousands of 
Pounds a year in pallet costs and pallet 
wood purchases, contact us for a tailor-
made offer!  

 
 

  

Contact 
Cekamon Saws BV 
Kalkoenweg 40 
NL - 3851 SC Ermelo 
Tel: +31 341-550038 
Fax: +31 341-550125 
info@cekamonsaws.nl 
www.cekamonsaws.nl 

 

 


